
PMH ST 35 - 30 - x

A PETTER’S MARINE HYDRAULICS thruster is made for 

operating in demanding environments and tough conditions, 

providing EXCELLENT performance and high RELIABILITY in a 

COST EFFICIENT way. Our thrusters have a simple, yet robust 

design, are highly adaptable and can be fitted to near any 

hull, especially catamarans. The ST design has a direct drive 

shaft between the propeller and motor, bringing the level of 

complexity and moving parts down to a minimum

 

The ST35-30 thruster is a 30HP thruster that provides a thrust 

force of >250 kg, easily recognized by its compact design,  

angled tunnel and straight drive shaft. The great advantage of 

this thruster design is its low complexity, with few parts and low 

maintenance requirements. The fact that the thruster is angled 

in a downward manner proves to be its biggest advantage.

Installing ST thrusters in catamaran or trimaran hulls assures 

that the water jet is pushed underneath the neighboring hull 

and not straight into it, which would dramatically reduce its 

effciency. The thruster design is very compact and can be fitted 

in the narrowest of hulls. The ST design is available with 

hydraulic motors and in steel, aluminum and fiberglass tunnels.

ORDER INFORMATION 

The thrusters are available in aluminum (alloy 5083), steel and

fiberglass. The overall length of the tunnel is adjusted to the 

individual hull on request. Upon order, please state material

thickness of hull, as the material thickness of the thruster 

tunnel has to be dimensioned accordingly

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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THRUSTERS 

Hydraulic interface:

A,B: SAE 6000 PSI 3/4”

Drain: 3/4-16” UNF

Propeller: 3 blades, fixed pitch

Max oil flow: 51 l/min

Max oil pressure: 280 bar

Max power: 30 hp / 22kW

Max RPM: 1700

Thrust force: > 250 kg

Sleve lubricant: Grease


